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INTRODUCTION
Prostate cancer is the most common cancer among men in the USA, expected to account for 238 590 estimated new cases in 2013 [1] . The majority of these patients have low-risk, relatively indolent tumors that are unlikely to progress or require treatment, leading to growing concerns regarding over-diagnosis and subsequent over-treatment of prostate cancer [2] . However, approximately 20-30% of men with localized prostate cancer present with high-risk tumor characteristics [3] . Randomized trials have suggested that for this group of men, there is a considerable benefit in survival from treatment over observation [4,5 && ]. As a result, increased efforts have been directed towards identifying these men early and providing selective therapy to those who are most likely to benefit from treatment [6 & ]. Recently, the United States Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) issued a blanket recommendation against screening for prostate cancer, concluding that the risk of screening outweighed the benefits [7 & ]. This recommendation reflected concern regarding a significant over-treatment of men with prostate cancer, particularly those with low-risk features. Whereas over-treatment of low-risk disease is unquestionably a major problem, there is also a clear evidence of under-treatment of men with high-risk features. Men with high-risk disease are those most likely to benefit from treatment [8] , and should be the primary targets of screening efforts [9] . Indeed, a more favorable risk/ benefit ratio for screening and treatment is likely achievable by focusing on men with high-risk prostate cancer. The objective of this review is to summarize the epidemiology, risk factors, and treatment trends of men with high-risk prostate cancer.
PREVALENCE OF HIGH-RISK PROSTATE CANCER
A fair assessment of the impact of these interventions on men with high-risk features first requires an understanding of the natural history of high-risk prostate cancer. Several definitions of high-risk prostate cancer are available in the literature [10] . Most of these include men with high-grade (Gleason 8) and/or high-stage (T3) disease. Previous studies have shown that men with these features are most likely to display poor cancer control, progressing to metastasis and death, regardless of the primary treatment modality chosen [11, 12] .
An analysis of the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) database in the US from 1999 to 2006 suggested that among men diagnosed with prostate cancer, 80% presented with localized disease, 12% had regional disease, and 4% had distant disease [13] . Although large cancer registries provide valuable information on cancer incidence and mortality, they are limited in terms of details on risk stratification, providing only the stage and summary grade of disease, when available, to provide some measure of risk assessment.
Another study used SEER data to assess temporal trends in the stage and grade of disease at presentation in men with newly diagnosed prostate cancer [14] . The authors found that between 1988-1989 and 2004-2005 , the incidence rate of T3 or T4 cancer decreased from 52.7 per 100 000 to 7.9 per 100 000 among white men, and from 90.9 per 100 000 to 13.3 per 100 000 among black men. In addition, the incidence of poorly differentiated disease on biopsy decreased from 47.5 per 100 000 in 1988-1989 to 38.3 per 100 000 in 2004-2005. These two findings suggest that over time there has been a decrease in the incidence of men with high-risk features in the USA, which has been confirmed in other studies [15] .
This change in risk distribution over the years can be largely attributed to the uptake of widespread prostate-specific antigen (PSA) screening, which has impacted the incidence of both high-risk and overall prostate cancer. The recent screening trials in both the USA and Europe yield useful insights into the effect of screening on the incidence of men diagnosed with high-risk features. In the European Randomized Study of Screening for Prostate Cancer (ERSPC), the incidence of men with Gleason grade at least 8 was 10.6% in the nonscreened arm vs. 6.1% in the screened arm [16 && ]. Similarly, the incidence of stage T3 or higher disease was 15.7% in the nonscreened arm vs. 8.6% in the screened arm. These results suggest that screening with serum PSA can allow early detection of disease, thereby reducing the proportion of men found to have high-risk disease at diagnosis.
In contrast, the Prostate, Lung, Colorectal and Ovary (PLCO) trial found the incidence of Gleason grade higher then 7 was similar between the two groups with 37.7% in the nonscreened arm and 32% in the screened arm [17] . Likewise, there was minimal difference in the incidence of stage T3 or higher disease between the two arms, with 4.5% in the nonscreened arm and 3.5% in the screened arm. Although screening appeared to have no effect on risk distribution in this trial, a major flaw of this study was the extensive contamination of the control group, with fully 79% of men randomized to no screening receiving a PSA test before and/or during the trial period [18] . Therefore, this trial was more a comparison of annual screening with ad-hoc screening [19] , which explains its limited ability to reflect the impact of screening on reducing the incidence of high-risk disease.
Detailed data on tumor characteristics are limited in the international setting. However, existing registries do include robust data on cancer incidence mortality at the international level [20] . Since men with high-risk features are most likely to die from this disease [12] , mortality may be a reasonable surrogate to provide us with an estimate of the relative prevalence of high-risk disease. A recent study examining geographic variation of mortality rates worldwide found no consistent trend in the direction or magnitude of recent mortality from prostate cancer around the world [21] . The authors reported decreasing mortality rates in 27 of 53 countries including North America, Oceania, western Europe, and parts of northern Europe. Mortality appeared to increase in 16 countries including central and eastern Europe, parts of Asia, and Africa. Finally, in the 10 remaining countries, mortality rates appeared to remain stable. Among men in the USA, mortality appears to be intermediate compared to other countries, and decreasing at a rate of 4.3% over the past decade for which data were available [21] . It is important to stress that
KEY POINTS
PSA-based screening appears to have reduced the incidence of high-risk prostate cancer substantially.
Heterogeneous definitions of high-risk prostate cancer make comparative assessment of incidence, mortality, and treatment patterns difficult.
There is substantial variation in the treatment of men with high-risk prostate cancer. Many, particularly older men, are under-treated with systemic treatment alone, whereas recent trends in academic centers point to a growing role for multimodal therapy including surgery.
Large tumor registries should attempt to provide better data on risk assessment or classification to allow better understanding of the natural history of men with highrisk disease.
geographic variations in mortality rates may, in part, reflect differences in the prevalence of highrisk disease in different countries, but may also be due to differences in screening, treatment, and availability of resources. ]. Although most of these risk factors have similar associations with high-risk prostate cancer, some of these relationships may be stronger or weaker compared to that of overall prostate cancer.
RISK FACTORS FOR HIGH-RISK PROSTATE CANCER

Age
In order to elucidate the relationships between age and prostate cancer mortality, Bechis and Carroll [22] conducted a study using the Cancer of the Prostate Strategic Urologic Research Endeavor (CaPSURE), a primarily community-based, nationwide prostate cancer registry in the USA. The authors found an association between older age at diagnosis and high-risk prostate cancer. Among patients in the registry, 26% of men at least 75 years old had high-risk features, whereas among various age groups below 75 years, the proportion of men with high-risk features was less then 15%. This finding of increased risk among older men may reflect the fact that men who are older at the time of diagnosis likely were less intensely screened at younger ages.
Indeed, a different study compared men in the CaPSURE database to men in the Japan Study Group of Prostate Cancer (J-CaP) database, a national Japanese registry of men receiving primary androgen deprivation therapy (ADT). The study found a higher proportion of men with high-risk disease in J-CaP compared to CaPSURE, with an opposite association between age and risk than what was seen in CaPSURE. For instance, approximately 10% of men below 55 years of age in CaPSURE were found to have high-risk or advanced disease compared to nearly 90% of men below 55 years in J-CaP. This disparity may reflect differences in screening rates; Japan is a relatively unscreened population, in which cancers detected at younger ages are those aggressive enough to cause early clinical symptoms. Therefore, when looking at the association between age and high-risk prostate cancer in any population, we must also consider the effect of screening.
Race
Multiple studies have found that black men have a higher stage of disease at presentation and are more likely to die of their prostate cancer then their white counterparts [23] . However, what is unclear is which factors -access to and utilization of early detection and treatment, genetic variation, socioeconomic status, or differences in diet and other environmental exposures -may explain the relationship between race and high-risk prostate cancer [24] . In fact, previous studies looking at underserved populations at the extremes of socioeconomic disadvantage -regardless of race -have suggested that men in these health systems are more likely to have a higher grade and stage of disease at diagnosis compared to men in the broader US population [25, 26] .
A recent study among 77 038 black and white men with prostate cancer and 49 769 controls without prostate cancer in the SEER database attempted to explain how much of the racial disparity in prostate cancer mortality could be explained by such potential confounders [27] . The authors estimated the mortality difference to be 1320 more cases per 100 000 men among black compared to white men. They considered differences in rates of screening, comorbidity, and socioeconomic status, but estimated that these factors could only account for approximately 25% of the total mortality difference between black and white men. It is possible that other factors related to race (behavioral or genetic) might confer the remainder of the risk, but to what extent still remains unclear. A recent study showing similar rates of high-grade disease among a population of black men from the USA, Jamaica, West Africa, and other sub-Saharan African countries suggests an element of shared genetics or sociodemographic disadvantage may play a role in the development of high-risk disease [28] .
Family history and genetics
A positive family history of prostate cancer can result in an increased risk of prostate cancer diagnosis [29] , yet few studies have specifically examined the association between family history and high-risk or advanced prostate cancer. One recent study, using the Swedish Family Cancer Database, assessed the impact of family history on the likelihood of prostate cancer mortality in an attempt to elucidate the effect of family history on a more aggressive phenotype of prostate cancer. The authors reported a hazard ratio of 2.03 for men with a family history of fatal prostate cancer, and a hazard ratio of 1.59 for men with a family history of nonfatal prostate cancer compared to men with no family history of prostate cancer. However, they did not identify an association between family history (fatal or not) on stage at diagnosis. Therefore, although it appears that family history may impact the risk of aggressive and fatal prostate cancer, the exact degree to which it does this, and via what pathways, remains unclear.
Although genetic markers appear to modestly improve our ability to detect prostate cancer [30] , their role in the identification of high-risk tumors remains uncertain. One recent review identified more then 40 germ-line genetic variants associated with prostate cancer by genome-wide association studies, but found they had limited ability to discern between aggressive and nonaggressive forms of the disease [31] . Although studies have shown a modest benefit from genetic markers in the detection of overall prostate cancer [32] , their true utility will be in there ability to identify more aggressive phenotypes of prostate cancer, allowing the institution of more selective screening and treatment strategies to those who are most likely to suffer significant burden from their disease.
Obesity and diet
A recent review looking at the impact of obesity on prostate cancer found that obesity was associated with a higher incidence of aggressive prostate cancer. In addition, the authors found that obesity was associated with a higher incidence of prostate cancer recurrence after surgery or radiation and an increased risk of prostate cancer-specific mortality [33] . Studies examining nutrition and prostate cancer have yielded heterogeneous results, but the number of studies assessing the impact of nutrition on high-risk prostate cancer are limited [34] . One recent case-control study focused on aggressive prostate cancer found that a higher intake of well done, grilled, or barbequed red meat and its ensuing carcinogens (heterocyclic amines) could increase the risk of aggressive prostate cancer [35] . The link between nutrition and aggressive prostate cancer remains incompletely defined, and is a focus of ongoing studies.
TREATMENT TRENDS FOR HIGH-RISK PROSTATE CANCER
Academic opinion regarding the optimal treatment for high-risk prostate cancer has changed substantially in recent years, with a greater focus on multimodal therapy in more contemporary studies [10] .
In an effort to analyze trends in the treatment of localized prostate cancer, Hamilton et al. [36] obtained treatment patterns in 2002 from the Patterns of Care study conducted annually by the National Cancer Institute. The authors reported considerable variation in the treatment of men with intermediate/high-risk (Gleason 7, PSA >10 ng/ml) tumors based on age. For instance, men above the age of 75 were primarily managed with primary ADT (45.2%) or external beam radiotherapy (EBRT) (29.6%), whereas men under the age of 60 were primarily managed with surgery (74.6%).
Data from the CaPSURE registry also noted temporal changes in the management of high-risk prostate cancer, defined by D'Amico criteria (PSA >20 ng/ml, Gleason score 8, and/or clinical stage T2c-3a), from 1990 to 2007 [3] . The study found that rates of surgery remained stable over time (40%), whereas rates of EBRT declined somewhat from 21.6% in 1990-1994 to 10.9% in 2004-2007 , and rates of primary ADT increased from 18.5% in 1990-1994 to 29.1% in 2004-2007 . The authors stratified men with D'Amico high-risk tumors by the Cancer of the Prostate Risk Assessment (CAPRA) score, which is a 0-10 score based on age, serum PSA, biopsy Gleason score, percentage of positive cores on biopsy, and clinical stage. They noticed a decreased use of surgery and increased use of primary ADT with increasing CAPRA risk score, and it appeared that age, rather than risk, was driving treatment decision-making. Despite the observed trend it should be noted that the use of primary ADT as treatment for nonmetastatic prostate cancer is not endorsed by either US or European guidelines, and should be considered under-treatment in many circumstances [10, 37] . Finally, the authors commented on a relatively uncommon and decreasing use of adjuvant radiotherapy after surgery (7.3% in 1990-1994 to 2.3% in 2004-2007) and an increased use of neo-adjuvant or adjuvant ADT with brachytherapy and EBRT (11.5-38.5% in 1990-1994 to 34.3-84.5% in 2004-2007) .
It should be noted that SEER, a populationbased registry, and CaPSURE, a predominantly community-based registry, provide data that are generalizable to overall patterns of practice in the USA. Data from large-volume academic centers suggest a favoring of multimodal therapy in the management of high-risk tumors [10] and in certain institutions a trend towards initial treatment with surgery [11, 38] .
Although the choice of treatment for men with high-risk prostate cancer depends heavily on cancer control or cure, the importance of quality of life and cost must not be underestimated. A recent comprehensive cost-effectiveness study of men with localized prostate cancer suggested modest differences between treatments in quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) gained [39 & ]. The study suggested that for high-risk patients, EBRT and brachytherapy taken together was the most effective radiotherapy option with 9.1 QALYs, whereas there was no significant difference among surgical methods with 9.2-9.3 QALYs. The study found that surgical options tended to be more effective than radiation options in all situations other than combined EBRT and brachytherapy for high-risk disease. Finally, the study also noted that radiation options were consistently more expensive then surgical options with costs ranging from $35 014 for robot-assisted radical prostatectomy to $50 276 for combined radiotherapy in the setting of high-risk disease. These results suggest that although there are small differences in outcomes (both clinical and quality of life) between various treatments, the relative differences in cost are substantial.
CONCLUSION
One of the issues in establishing the incidence and primary treatment patterns of men with high-risk prostate cancer is heterogeneity in the definition of high-risk disease. Future studies should focus on standardizing definitions so that temporal and geographic variations in incidence and treatment can be compared. Furthermore, incorporation of more clinical details to facilitate risk stratification in large tumor registries will improve their ability to characterize the epidemiology of high-risk prostate cancer.
Among men diagnosed with prostate cancer, a significant proportion present with high-risk features. Patterns of practice have suggested substantial variation in the treatment of high-risk disease, and raise the concern for under-treatment in many cases. Multiple contemporary studies favor more multimodal management in these men, and as newer systemic agents have come to the market, their role in combination with more established primary curative therapies are being investigated.
Men who present with high-risk prostate cancer are those most likely to progress to metastasis and die of their disease, thereby making them the most likely to benefit from treatment. Screening has effected a significant decrease in the incidence of high-risk prostate cancer, and if more focus is directed towards the detection and selective treatment of men with high-risk features, ongoing decline might be expected in the burden of highrisk disease.
